Electromagnetic metamaterial emitters and absorbers rely on a variety of electromagnetic resonances (i.e., polaritons) with different metallic nano/microstructured patterns such as strips, squares, circular disks, crosses, and square rings. A unique mechanism exists for different structures with various metallic patterns due to the similarity of the configuration. Thus, we explore a unified model which can greatly simplify the design process of these nano/microstructures. In the present study, an inductor-capacitor (LC) circuit model is used to predict the magnetic resonance conditions or magnetic polaritons (MPs) for metamaterial emitters and absorbers with different shapes. By suitably adjusting some of the parameters, the LC circuit model can reasonably predict the resonance conditions for published experimental results as well as rigorous electromagnetic wave simulations for the fundamental MP mode regardless of the shape of the metallic patterns. This study may facilitate the initial design of metamaterial emitters and absorbers.
circular disks [22, [28] [29] , and e) square rings [31] . A unit cell of period / in both the x and y directions is shown in Fig. 1 for each case with a top metallic pattern over a metallic ground plate, separated by a dielectric spacer of thickness d. The geometry of the patterned structure is described by the characteristic lengths w and l, and thickness h. For circular disks, characteristic length w is equal to the diameter of disk. Different theories have been used to explain the resonances, such as transmission line theory [32] , interference theory [33] , and coupled mode theory [34] . Although the predictions of these theories show good agreement with simulation and/or experiments for specific structures, a unique mechanism may exist for different structures with various metallic patterns due to the similarity of the configuration. Thus, it is interesting to explore the possibility of a unified model, which can greatly simplify the design process of these nano/microstructures. Since antiparallel currents are induced in the top metallic structure and bottom metallic film under an incident time-varying magnetic field [12] , magnetic coupling seems to be the most plausible explanation for the resonance phenomena in these structures. Therefore, a simple LC circuit model [35] may be able to predict the resonance frequency (wavelength), which is one of the most important design parameters, of structures with different shapes of metallic toppings.
In the present study, an LC circuit model is used to predict the magnetic resonance condition for the electromagnetic metamaterial emitters and absorbers. The applicability of the LC circuit model is explored over a large wavelength range and for various geometric patterns by comparison with published experimental results as well as full-wave numerical simulations. Furthermore, a modified LC circuit model is proposed specifically for the square-ring pattern shown in Fig. 1e . The electric and magnetic field distributions are calculated using a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to illustrate the magnetic responses and their relative strength in different structures. 
LC CIRCUIT MODEL AND RIGOROUS NUMERICAL SIMULATION

LC circuit model
The LC circuit model as shown in Fig. 2 has been successfully applied to predict the magnetic resonance conditions for nano/microstructures with metal-dielectric-metal configuration [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . When MPs are excited, magnetic field is strongly confined between the top metallic structure and the bottom metallic film. Hence, the considered structure can be assumed to be metal strip pairs although a thick bottom metallic film is used. The magnetic inductance or mutual inductance (L m ), which is originated from the magnetic energy stored in the dielectric spacer of distance d between the two parallel plates, has the form
2 Equivalent LC circuit model for the fundamental MP mode.
where 0 P is the permeability of vacuum. The kinetic inductance, which is originated from the kinetic energy of the electrons inside the metal, can be expressed as [10, 14] 
where H c and H cc are the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function ( H ) of the metal, respectively, and 2 G O SN is the penetration depth of the electric field, with N being the extinction coefficient. Note that the field penetration depth is twice the penetration depth of the radiation power [14] . The dielectric that separates top metal structure and the ground plate serves as a capacitor whose capacitance can be expressed as
where cc is a numerical factor to take account of the fringe effect or non-uniform charge distribution along the surfaces of capacitor. Another capacitor is formed by the air gap between neighboring top metal structures and is given by
The resonance condition for the fundamental MP mode can be obtained by zeroing the total impedance
Since the penetration depth and dielectric function are wavelength-dependent, the resonance condition is solved implicitly. Note that the capacitance is proportional to l and the inductance is inversely proportional to l, thus, the solution of tot 0 Z Z is independent of l.
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Full-wave numerical simulation
In the present study, numerical simulations are performed with the Lumerical FDTD Solution software package. A unit cell of the considered structure is modeled with periodic boundary conditions along the x and y directions. Perfectly matched layers are used along the propagation direction of electromagnetic waves (z direction). Plane electromagnetic waves were incident to the unit cell from above the structure shown in Fig. 1 . The reflected waves are collected with a frequency-domain monitor placed above the structure. Only the transverse magnetic (TM) wave is considered for which MPs can be excited by the y component of the magnetic field. For transverse electric (TE) waves, MPs are excited by the x component of the magnetic field. However, the reflectance would be the same for both TE and TM waves due to symmetry. According to Kirchhoff's law [5] , the spectral-directional emittance is equal to the spectraldirectional absorptance, which is one minus the reflectance providing that the bottom metal layer is opaque. The normal specular reflectance is calculated from the FDTD, and the surface roughness effect is not considered in the calculation. Angular dependence of emittance is expected to be weak because the y component of the magnetic field, which excites the resonance, does not change for the TM wave when the incidence angle changes [12] . All the simulations in this paper are performed in three-dimensional computational domain using nonuniform cubic mesh with a minimum mesh size of 10 nm. The parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 1 . The geometric parameters are fixed as follows: / = 3.2 Pm, h = 100 nm, w = 1.7 Pm, and d = 140 nm. Alumina (Al 2 O 3 ) is chosen for a dielectric spacer and gold is chosen as metal. The dielectric functions of alumina and gold are obtained with the tabulated values from Palik [36] . Here, the refractive index of alumina is assumed to be constant in the considered spectral region and set to n d = 1.57. IHTC15-9012 Figure 3 shows the simulated normal emittance spectra of the metamaterial structures with different top patterns. The emittance peaks of circular disk, cross, square, and strip patterns are located at 5.83, 5.89, 6.74, and 7.08 Pm, respectively. These emittance peaks are due to the coupling of the magnetic resonance or MPs inside the micro/nanostructure with external electromagnetic waves. The prediction of resonant wavelength by the LC circuit model with two parallel strips is 6.49 Pm when 0.22 cc is used. Note that cc used in the capacitance model does not have to be the same for different cases since the charge distributions are different. The surface charge distribution depends on the geometry, so the capacitance may not be equal for different top patterns. Therefore, cc used in Eq. (3) may be taken as an adjustable parameter to fit the resonance peaks of different structures. Specifically, value of cc obtained this way is 0.176, 0.182, 0.238, and 0.262 the patterns with circular disks, crosses, squares, and strips. These values are in reasonable range considering the simplicity of the LC model without considering the detailed coupling for various geometries. Clearly, the LC circuit model can be reasonably applied to various patterns of metamaterial emitters and absorbers. Further understanding of the magnetic resonance in different structures can be gained by examining the field profiles.
When the MP is excited, the magnetic field is strongly enhanced in the dielectric layer sandwiched between the top metallic pattern and ground plate, as shown in Fig. 4 . The color contour indicates the squared magnetic field (normalized to the incident magnetic field), and the arrows indicate the electric field vectors in the cross-section along the x-z plane as shown in Fig. 4a with the cross pattern. Clearly, an electric current loop is formed and strong magnetic field is confined in the dielectric layer. The coupling between the cross pattern and ground plate are the strongest among these patterns. This can be further verified by considering the field profile in the x-y plane. Figure 5 shows the magnetic field profile at the resonant wavelength in the middle of the dielectric spacer (as illustrated by the cross-section in Fig. 5a ). The color contour in Figs. 5b-5e indicates the squared magnetic field. The strongest magnetic field enhancement and localization occur in the cross pattern as shown in Fig. 5e . The magnetic field is also enhanced for the strip pattern. However, the relative magnitude of strip pattern is the weakest of the four metallic patterns. Also, it can be seen that the magnetic field is distributed widely under the strip pattern. The resulting absorptance or emittance is similar for all structures with the cross pattern being the highest (close to unity) and then circular disk, square, and strip patterns in decreasing order. Figs. 4 and 5 clearly show that MPs are excited in all four structures. The resonant emittance spectra depend on the top metallic patterns, which yield different enhanced magnetic field profiles. 
COMPARISON WITH PUBLISHED EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this section, the applicability of the LC circuit model is explored by comparison with published experimental results over a wide wavelength range and for various patterns. Table 3 for the corresponding cases and widths. The parameters calculated from the LC circuit model, such as the penetration depth, mutual and kinetic inductances, and capacitances are also shown in the table. For simplicity, the value of cc used in the LC model prediction is fixed at 0.22 for all the calculations.
For the strip pattern, comparison is made with the experiments for a 1D gold grating microstructure [13] . Patterns 1 and 2 have different strip width (w = 2.5 Pm and 3.5 Pm) and Au grating height (h = 180 nm and 170 nm). The experimental peak locations are at 7.10 Pm and 7.75 Pm, respectively. The predictions by the LC circuit model are at 6.76 Pm and 7.48 Pm, respectively. For the square pattern, experimental results from the works of Hendrikson et al. [25] and Bouchon et al. [26] are considered as Square-1 and Square-2, respectively. Multiple squares with different sizes were used as top patterns to create broadband absorptance in these studies. Square-1 has two characteristic widths (w = 0.815 Pm and 0.865 Pm), while Square-2 has four characteristic widths (w = 1.64 Pm, 1.78 Pm, 1.91 Pm, and 2.07 Pm). As shown in the table, the prediction by the LC circuit model agrees reasonably well with the experimental resonant wavelengths. Alaee et al. [27] (Square-3) explored an extreme coupling phenomenon inside a thin dielectric spacer only a few nanometers. Even though the magnitude of inductances and capacitances are very different compared to others, the LC circuit model can still reasonably predict the experimental resonant wavelength. Note that different dielectric materials were used as the dielectric spacers. The optical constants of SiO 2 and Al 2 O 3 are taken from Palik [36] and those of the rest are assumed constant as listed in Table 2 .
Liu et al. [22] demonstrated gold circular disks for application to bio-sensors (Disk-1). The height of the gold disk is 20 nm, which is smaller than the penetration depth. Therefore, the height of gold disks is used in place of
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the penetration depth in the LC circuit model. The experimental resonant wavelength is 1.60 Pm, which agrees well with the LC circuit model prediction of 1.64 Pm. The cases represented by Disk-2 and Disk-3 are adopted from Puscasu et al. [28] and Cheng et al. [29] , respectively. Note that aluminum and silver were used in these studies. The optical constants of silver and gold are also taken from Palik [36] in the LC model, and the optical constants of aluminum are obtained by a Drude model by fitting to Palik [36] . Again, the predictions by LC circuit model are in reasonable agreement with the experimental resonant wavelengths. [13] Au [36] SiO 2 [36] 7.00 170 and 180 200 2.5 and 3.5
Square-1 Hendrikson et al. [25] Au [37] MgF 2 (n d = 1.36) 2.10 55 75 0.815 and 0.865 Square-2 Bouchon et al. [26] Au [26] Alaee et al. [27] Au [38] SiO 2 [27] (n d = 1.50) 0.25 30 3 0.195 Disk-1 Liu et al. [22] Au [22] MgF Disk-2 Puscasu et al. [28] Al [28] SiO 2 [36] 3.40 100 100 1.70 Disk- 3 Cheng et al. [29] Ag [36] SiO 2 [36] 1.50 100 80 1.00
Cross Liu et al. [30] Au [39] Al 2 O 3 [36] 3.20 100 200 1.70
Ma et al. [31] Au [31] Polymer (n d = 1.55) 
For the case denoted as Cross-1, the pattern was experimentally demonstrated by Liu et al. [30] . They experimentally realized a narrow band mid-infrared thermal emitter which consists of gold cross and a ground gold plate. The experimental resonant wavelength is 5.80 Pm, and the prediction by LC circuit model is 5.93 Pm. Therefore, the prediction by the LC circuit model agrees well with the experimental result. It can be clearly seen that magnetic polaritons mainly depend on the characteristic width (i.e., the x directional width, w) of the top metal structure regardless of the geometric differences.
The LC circuit model provides an effective way to locate the fundamental mode of MPs, namely, the resonant wavelength. However, the simple LC circuit model cannot provide any information on the bandwidth or magnitude of the peak. Also, the accuracy of the LC circuit model is subject to the approximation of cc due to the nonuniform charge distribution in the metal. Besides, the penetration depth used in Eq. (2) is merely an effective average that may not precisely model the actual kinetic inductance. Since a strong field coupling occurs in the near-infrared range for small metal height h and/or small dielectric layer thickness d (below about 10 nm), the formulation of penetration depth becomes important since the kinetic inductance k L is larger than or comparable with the mutual inductance m L [14] . On the other hand, in some of the previous studies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , the penetration depth 4 G O SN seems to work well. For mid-infrared and far-infrared regions, there is little difference between the prediction using different penetration depth values since k L << L m .
PREDICTION FOR SQUARE-RING PATTERN
Ma et al. [31] experimentally demonstrated resonance absorption by the square-ring pattern, as shown in Fig. 1e , in terahertz wavelengths. At such low frequencies, the kinetic inductance is much smaller than the mutual inductance and can be neglected. The current and charge distributions of square-ring pattern are different from those of the other structures. The current flows in the two strips parallel to x. The mutual inductance may be expressed as follows:
where l as the width of each strip as defined in Fig. 1e . The external TM wave excites antiparallel currents due to the magnetic resonance along the metal in x direction with the same mechanism as other structures; on the other hand, the strips parallel to the y direction support charge accumulation and oscillation. Therefore, additional capacitance needs to be added to the capacitance model, and the modified total capacitance is expressed as follows:
Here, the first term on the right side represents parallel-plate capacitance for the two strips parallel to the x direction with cc = 0.22 as before, and the second term represent parallel-plate capacitance of the end strip parallel to the y direction (subtracted by the overlapping corner region).
In the experimental study by Ma et al. [31] , gold square-ring patterns were used with the characteristic lengths w = 11 Pm and 19 Pm. In this wavelength region, gold can be considered to be a perfect conductor. Hence, the Hagen-Ruben equation
is used for its dielectric function [5] . The experimental peak locations for ring pattern with w = 11 Pm and 19 Pm are 57 Pm and 111 Pm, respectively, and these predicted by the modified LC circuit model are 62.2 Pm and 109 Pm, respectively. Therefore, the modified LC circuit model can reasonably predict the resonance condition for the square-ring pattern. These findings may be useful for a unified explanation of the various resonances in different structures.
CONCLUSIONS
The simple LC circuit model can reasonably predict the resonance conditions for the fundamental MP mode regardless of the top metallic patterns. Even with different patterns, the resonances within the structure share the same excitation mechanism. The resonance wavelength of MPs mainly depends on the characteristic width (i.e., x-directional width perpendicular to the magnetic field). The resonance condition predicted by the LC circuit model agrees reasonably well with that obtained from the FDTD simulations as well as the published experimental data. The LC circuit model can also be modified to predict the resonant wavelength for the squarering pattern. This study suggests a unified way of predicting the resonant conditions for various metamaterial structures, and will facilitate the simple and user-friendly initial design of metamaterial emitters and absorbers. 
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